Better fleet management with Tramigo

Why TLD Landmarks are the best solution for vehicle tracking

Our patented TLD Landmarks mapping is customized for Cambodia with detailed location information covering nationwide the whole country. Extreme User-friendliness for Extreme Situations! Or in case your vehicle is taken cross-border Cambodia TLD Landmarks Version covers all relevant cross-border information.

Tramigo case file:
Date:    October 2011
Country:    Cambodia

Case Study Cambodia

- Landmarks are extremely accurate and perfected for tracking and fleet management
- Work faster and easier than traditional map visualization
- Do not require internet connection
- Provide immediately easy-to-understand location everywhere
- Include also neighbouring countries’ landmarks
- Very detailed cross border transport route landmarks to neighbouring countries

Landmarks are the only reliable and working solution for vehicle tracking in Cambodia... Google Maps and Open Street Map do not have enough data for traditional map visualization.

TLD landmarks work anywhere in Cambodia:

Visual mapping products, such as Google Maps and Open Street Map, are not designed for rural areas and vehicle tracking. Tramigo T22 with TLD landmarks is the only feasible tracking solution for demanding environments.

Below live comparison samples why TLD is superior solution in Cambodia:
Live Tramigo Message from 11.10003, 105.76444 Svay Rieng City, Svay Rieng, Cambodia

Tracking vehicles with Open Street Map is practically impossible

Live Tramigo Message from 11.61356, 104.92761 Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Tracking vehicles with Google Maps is practically impossible
Google Maps and Open Street Map in Cambodia

- Both have partially poor data coverage
- Some areas have practically nothing data available
- POI data usually not well selected and could be in wrong location
- Data content is not enough for effective tracking and fleet management

Use ADDPLACE feature to customize your TLD

- You can add your own landmarks to maximize TLD functionality
- Add: Home, Office, Check points, Collection points, Fishing sites...
- You can add own landmarks individually one by one
- You can also import landmarks automatically
- Own landmarks works as pre-loaded landmarks
- ADDPLACE is an excellent feature to quickly understand location of stolen vehicle or driver misuse in remote highways

Live Tramigo M1 Fleet Message from 13.39866, 103.81112
Siem Reap, Siemreb-Otdar Meanchy, Cambodia

Live Open Street Map location from 13.39866, 103.81112